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APPENDIX A DRAWINGS
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background

URS was commissioned by TransportNI to assess the validity of the Vector Re-Routing Proposal prepared as an alternative to the York Street Interchange (the Proposed Scheme) promoted by TransportNI.

The assessment completed by URS has been limited only to the information made available in relation to the Vector Proposal, as submitted to the Public Inquiry on 11 September 2015. It is noted that Vector intends to revise and resubmit information to the Public Inquiry. Upon receipt of this information further assessment will be prepared and a revised version of this report published.

The Vector Proposal claims that:

- it has used process improvement techniques to develop a re-route proposal which results in 30-40% reduction in waiting time of strategic traffic;
- it has anticipated costs of £1m to £5m;
- it can be implemented for a trialled period of 1-2 days following a 4-6 week design and communication period; and
- it can be employed as either a short to mid-term improvement or developed into a permanent solution.

The Vector Proposal identifies six routes for traffic movements which are intended to remove the requirement for the existing signalised gyratory junction. These routes are illustrated in Figure 1.

URS has completed high-level engineering, traffic and environmental assessments of the Vector Proposal. The following findings are highlighted:

Engineering

- The Vector Proposal requires significant changes to several existing signalised junctions. A number of these junctions would adopt an unconventional layout and it is unclear how these changes can be introduced in line with the engineering standards of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.
- Higher speeds and free-flow traffic may lead to greater risks for the safety of road users, particularly where free-flow is being introduced on unconventional junction arrangements.
- The Vector Proposal states that it can be implemented initially as a trial of one to two days following a four to six week design and communication period. It is considered that both these timescales are unrealistic for a proposal of this significance.
- Route 1 in the Vector Proposal states that other traffic signals at Queens Square, Queens Quay, Station Street and Middlepath Street would be changed to "ad-hoc pedestrian lights". These signals are currently used to manage road traffic conflicts that will still remain with the Vector Proposal and this is not considered feasible.
- Route 2 would require traffic reassignment onto Great Georges Street and North Queen Street. Currently these streets exist within a residential setting with traffic calming measures on North Queen Street.
- Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 8,400 vehicles on York Street would transfer to Great Georges Street and to North Queen Street in Route 2. The transfer of significant additional volumes of traffic onto these streets in Route 2 (with associated changes to...
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parking) is considered inappropriate and is likely to meet with resistance from representatives of the local communities.

- The closure of York Street in Route 2 raises significant concerns over community severance that is likely to meet with objection from the local community. The alluded solution within the Vector Proposal to address this using pedestrian and cycling bridges is unlikely to address the concerns of the local community fully as there will still be an impact upon existing public transport services.

- A scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to improve access to the regional gateways from the strategic road network. The re-routing of M3 to Docks traffic in Route 2 onto Great Georges Street and North Queen Street is not an improvement in access in this regard.

- The potential exists that Galway House and future developments at Yorkgate Business Park will in effect be blighted by Route 3 due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

- Route 3 will reduce access between Yorkgate train station and the new university campus for public transport.

- Access to the M2 and M3 motorways from North Belfast would be significantly impacted by Route 3 and would not satisfy the stated scheme-specific objective for the Proposed Scheme of maintaining access to existing properties, community facilities and commercial interests.

- The lane configuration on the M2 to Westlink movement in Route 5 is anticipated to create operational issues due to the effects of merging traffic.

- The scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to improve access to the regional gateways. Route 5 will change access arrangements from Belfast Harbour to the Westlink and therefore may not satisfy this objective.

- Jack Kirk Garage may potentially be blighted by Route 5 due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

- In Route 6 it would appear that only one lane can be provided in free-flow between M3 and Westlink, as with the Proposed Scheme. Vector has criticized similar provision within the Proposed Scheme as a flow constriction.

Traffic

- It appears that various extracts from the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges have been selected by Vector to support its view that a simplistic approach to the assessment of improvement options is reasonable. Although this can be true in some cases, the issues surrounding the York Street Interchange are particularly complex and require the development and application of industry standard computer models to quantify impacts prior to scheme implementation in a consistent and recognised manner to minimise adverse impacts on the road user and the public in general.

- No quantified assessment in line with industry standards has been made of the accident benefits, or disbenefits, of the Vector Proposal to determine if it delivers an improvement compared to the Proposed Scheme.

- Route 1 in the Vector Proposal would increase pressure on existing weaving sections on the Westlink and M3 motorway. Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 9,500 vehicles on York Street accessing the M2 would transfer via the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge to join the M3 at Middlepath Street on-slip then weaving on the Lagan Bridge to join the M2. This increased traffic would cause significant congestion and potential safety issues in the current layout.
• Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 8,400 vehicles on York Street would transfer to Great Georges Street and to North Queen Street in Route 2. At the Great Georges Street / North Queen Street junction, this would effectively increase traffic volumes on Great Georges Street by 337% and increase traffic volumes on North Queen Street by 73%.

• Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 14,000 vehicles on York Link accessing the M3 would transfer to York Street, Dock Street and Nelson Street.

Environment

• In general, there is no evidence that the environmental appraisal/assessment of the Vector Proposal has been undertaken in-line with industry standard guidance, such as the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges, or the vast range of other guidance and methodologies which are utilised to aid and support the EIA specialist topics/aspects for major infrastructure projects.

• Air Quality: Pollutant concentrations at sensitive receptors are likely to increase and potentially exceed national air quality objective values as a result of the Vector Proposal. This would be a significant environmental effect and likely to meet with opposition from Belfast City Council. In addition, the claimed improvements in specific CO₂ emissions appear unfounded as it is not evident the Vector Proposal’s full area of influence has been considered.

• Landscape and Visual Effects: From a landscape perspective the ‘short-term’ elements associated with the Vector Proposal would have an adverse impact upon the cityscape, particularly as a result of the severance of York Street and Nelson Street. The longer-term (‘out of scope’) proposals, including a shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge over the abandoned section of York Street would certainly have a negative impact upon this environment.

• Land Use: The most significant adverse impact associated with the Vector Proposal would be the increased potential to further disconnect York Street, Westlink, the elevated M3 Lagan and Dargan bridges, the M2 and Dunbar Link by increasing the leftover space as a result of widening the footprint of strategic road infrastructure. This would likely contravene the objectives of BMAP 2015 and would not be supported.

• Noise and Vibration: The Vector Proposal would change [primarily negatively] the noise environment within an area much larger than that associated with the Proposed Scheme, and should be assessed in accordance with DMRB and Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) to validate the findings.

• Pedestrian, Cyclist, Equestrian and Community Effects: The loss of York Street to non-motorised user through-movements and associated re-distribution would have a significant effect from a community severance and amenity perspective. This is not in line with TransportNI’s scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme to maintain non-motorised user access. There are also much wider community implications associated with the Vector Proposal, which would require extensive community and stakeholder consultation. The statement that community severance would be ‘Neutral’ is unfounded, as the Vector Proposal fails to address the objectives set out in the BMTP. Cycling provision would not even be an enhancement over existing conditions, as cyclists would share road space on a more heavily-trafficked wider local road network and have their route options/desire lines limited and changed. The Vector Proposal fails to improve the quality of public transport services in delivering a modern, integrated transport system for the Belfast Metropolitan Area, as identified within the BMTP.
Summary Conclusions

Based on the conclusions from each of the completed engineering, traffic and environmental assessments, it is considered that the Vector Proposal fails to meet several of the stated scheme objectives for the Proposed Scheme in relation to improved access to the regional gateways, maintaining access for non-motorised users, and maintaining access to existing residential and businesses.

The Vector Proposal, through the re-routing of significant traffic flows onto streets in residential areas and importantly, within a defined Air Quality Management Area, is expected to meet with significant resistance from the affected local communities of North Belfast.

The Vector Proposal’s changes to junctions and potential lane configurations raise concerns for road user safety, as they have not been designed in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges and have not been subject to the Road Safety Audit process.

On the basis of the information provided, our assessment of the Vector Proposal is that its overall performance would provide a lower level of service than the existing arrangements and significantly inferior to that of the Proposed Scheme and therefore does not warrant further examination.
Figure 1: Vector Proposal
1. INTRODUCTION

URS was commissioned by TransportNI to assess the validity of the Vector Re-Routing Proposal (hereafter referred to as the Vector Proposal) prepared as an alternative proposal to the York Street Interchange (the Proposed Scheme).

The Vector Proposal has been prepared by Vector Improvements Limited ("Vector") and it is claimed by Vector that:

- it has used process improvement techniques to develop a re-route proposal which results in 30-40% reduction in waiting time of strategic traffic;
- it has anticipated costs of £1m to £5m;
- it can be implemented for a trialled period of 1-2 days following a 4-6 week design and communication period; and
- it can be employed as either a short to mid-term improvement or developed into a permanent solution.

The Vector Proposal seeks to remove identified intersections between strategic roads enabling the removal of current traffic signal control systems. This is achieved via the re-routing of existing traffic onto alternate routes using minimal civils alteration works to the existing road network.
2. LIMITATIONS OF ASSESSMENT

The assessment completed by URS has been limited only to the information made available in relation to the Vector Proposal by Vector, as submitted to the Public Inquiry on 11 September 2015.

Consultation has not been undertaken with Vector to address any identified gaps in information provided for assessment.

The documents provided by Vector for assessment are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Reference Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Title</th>
<th>Dated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vector Journey Time Analysis Summary</td>
<td>26 June 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorway Optimisation – Vector Re-Routing Proposal</td>
<td>15 June 2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is noted that Vector intends to revise and resubmit information to the Public Inquiry. Upon receipt of this information further assessment will be prepared and a revised version of this report published.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE VECTOR PROPOSAL

3.1 Overview

The Vector Proposal is based on creating free-flow routes to allow traffic to move in a more efficient manner. There are six routes in particular which will see significant change and these are described below. The six routes are illustrated on Drawing 1 in Appendix A.

3.2 Route 1

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the City Centre to the M2 northbound carriageway. The route re-directs northbound traffic on Victoria Street via Waring Street, Donegall Quay, over the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge to Middlepath Street and then onto the M3, using the existing on-slip.

3.3 Route 2

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the City Centre to North Belfast. This route will re-direct traffic travelling north on York Street from the City Centre.

Under this proposal, York Street would be stopped up at its junction with Great Georges Street, with traffic diverted onto Great Georges Street and North Queen Street.

3.4 Route 3

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the Westlink to the M3, with traffic re-directed via York Street, Dock Street, and Nelson Street before finally joining the M3 using the existing on-slip.

3.5 Route 4

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the Westlink to the M2. This route reflects what is currently operating and, with the other proposed re-routing in place, removes the requirement for signal control. It would therefore provide a potentially free-flowing connection from the Westlink to the M2.

3.6 Route 5

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the M2 to the Westlink. This route is shown as carrying traffic in free-flow around Nelson Street and Great Georges Street before joining the Westlink.

3.7 Route 6

This route is intended for traffic travelling from the M3 to the Westlink. Traffic continues to use the existing M3 off-slip to Nelson Street, continuing along Great Georges Street before joining the Westlink.

An engineering assessment of the Vector Proposal is reported in Section 4, with a traffic assessment reported in Section 5. The findings of an environmental assessment of the Vector Proposal are reported in Section 6.
4. ENGINEERING ASSESSMENT

4.1 Basis of Assessment

The assessment of each route has been based upon the identified scheme-specific objectives for TransportNI’s Proposed Scheme, which are:

- to remove a bottleneck on the strategic road network;
- to deliver an affordable solution to reduce congestion on the strategic road network;
- to improve reliability of strategic journey times for the travelling public;
- to improve access to the regional gateways from the Eastern Seaboard Key Transport Corridor;
- to maintain access to existing properties, community facilities and commercial interests;
- to maintain access for pedestrians and cyclists; and
- to improve separation between strategic and local traffic.

Where the assessment has identified specific road safety or operational management issues associated with the Vector Proposal, these are highlighted.

4.2 General Considerations

4.2.1 Safety

- Higher speeds and free-flow traffic may lead to greater risks to road users, particularly where free-flow is being introduced at junctions, such as Dock Street, where the existing road geometry may not be sufficient to deal with free-flow turning movements.
- The Vector Proposal claims to reduce collisions but no collision savings data is provided.
- The Vector Proposal states it results in a ‘broadly neutral impact’ on accessibility. A number of controlled non-motorised users routes are lost but it is not identified what revised routes for non-motorised users will be provided. The Vector Proposal states that non-motorised user access will be maintained but does not detail how, particularly where free-flow is introduced.

4.2.2 Civils Work

- The report refers to ‘chamfering of kerbs’. If this means increasing the radius of carriageway corners by extending into pedestrian footpaths to provide for all turning movements it may lead to a reduced width of pedestrian pavement which may be below standard in areas. This will also lead to new areas of carriageway which will require full depth construction.

4.2.3 Miscellaneous

- No programme or bill of quantities has been appended to give quantifiable evidence of the budget and time scales referenced in the Vector Proposal. The budget estimate may not include prices for all civil works, Statutory Undertakers diversions, non-motorised user bridges and signage strategy.
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- It is unclear what the extents of the new signage strategy will be as vehicles will need to be aware of the new routes as early as possible.
- Vector has indicated that the Vector Proposal could be implemented initially as a trial of one to two days following a four to six week design and communication period. It is considered that both these timescales are unrealistic for a proposal of this significance.

4.3 Route 1 Evaluation

In Route 1, traffic intending to travel to the M2 from the City Centre is redirected onto surface streets (Waring Street, Donegall Quay, Queen Elizabeth II Bridge and Middlepath Street) before joining the M3 motorway on-slip at Middlepath Street.

The information assessed does not provide details of lane provision on this alternate route. Further comment with regard to the resultant traffic impacts on the route are provided in Section 5. It may be a requirement to implement infrastructure changes along the route to improve, or attain, continuous lane provision between Waring Street and Middlepath Street. This may be especially important at Waring Street, where narrow lanes are currently signed.

Drawing 2 in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.

- Conflicts with traffic flows on other surface streets are currently managed by signalised junctions at Waring Street, Queens Square, Queens Quay, Station Street and Middlepath Street. Pedestrian controlled crossings are also currently provided on the route at Donegall Quay.

- In the Vector Proposal, Vector has indicated that the traffic signals at Waring Street will remain, with all other traffic signals being downgraded to “ad-hoc pedestrian lights”. As the remaining traffic signals on the route at Queens Square, Queens Quay, Station Street and Middlepath Street serve to manage conflicting traffic flows, this is not considered feasible.

- It is considered that Route 1 would result in additional pressure on the weaving section on the Lagan Bridge (northbound) as traffic joining from Middlepath Street would be required to manoeuvre into the northbound lane for onward travel to the M2/M5. The implications for road safety are not quantified within the Vector Proposal and should be considered by an experienced Road Safety Auditor.

4.4 Route 2 Evaluation

Route 2 is intended for traffic travelling from the City Centre to North Belfast. This route will re-direct traffic travelling north on York Street onto Great Georges Street before turning right onto North Queen Street.

Drawing 3 in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.

The Vector Proposal does not specify whether signal control will be maintained at the junction of York Street and Great Georges Street and provided at the junction of North Queen Street and Great Georges Street.

If Route 2 is intended to operate “free-flow” this would raise several issues in relation to its operation, including:
• the management of conflicting movements between the re-directed traffic on Great Georges Street as it joins traffic flows on North Queen Street;

• the ability for pedestrians to cross Great Georges Street along its length or indeed at the junctions at North Queen Street and York Street (in the absence of signal controlled crossings);

• the envisaged lane configuration on Great Georges Street is unclear from the information provided. Currently this operates as a wide single lane of approximately 9m (with on-street parking). This is illustrated in Figure 2;

**Figure 2: Great Georges Street**

• The envisaged lane configuration on North Queen Street is unclear from the information provided. Currently this operates as a single carriageway and it is noted that this has been subject to traffic calming measures befitting its residential setting. This is illustrated in Figure 3;
from a swept path analysis of the existing route, as illustrated on Drawing 3, it would not be possible for two lanes to be continuously provided between the junctions at York Street and North Queen Street;

the Vector Proposal may introduce lane configuration requiring the extension of parking restrictions on Great Georges Street. This would require a period of public consultation and would be anticipated to meet with resistance from representatives of the local communities;

it is considered that the re-routing of significant traffic volumes onto these existing residential routes introduces additional risks for road user safety, particularly non-motorised users; and

the severance of York Street as part of Route 2 will impact upon existing public transport services for the area.

An identified scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to improve access to the regional gateways from the strategic road network. For traffic on the M3 motorway intending to travel to the Docks, the closure of York Street would require such traffic to reassign onto Great Georges Street and North Queen Street. This clearly would be of detriment to the identified objective.

The severance of York Street in the Vector Proposal will also sever links for non-motorised users from North Belfast to the City Centre. Furthermore, the stopping-up of York Street will also remove the potential to improve public transport links on York Street to facilitate changes in travel patterns, including access to Yorkgate train station, following the university relocation. This is in direct contrast to the two-way running proposals on York Street included in the Proposed Scheme. For these reasons, it is expected that the Vector Proposal is likely to meet
with objection from the local community on the grounds of increased community severance. A revision to the Vector Proposal has been inferred using pedestrian and cycling bridges, but it is unclear how these can be accommodated.

4.5 Route 3 Evaluation

In Route 3, traffic intending to travel to the M3 from the Westlink is redirected onto York Street, Dock Street and Nelson Street before joining the M3 motorway using the existing on-slip from Nelson Street.

Drawings 4A and 4B in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.

The Vector Proposal also does not provide details of lane configurations on York Street, except to note that the strategic flow should be ‘encapsulated (Armco/barrier) away from local traffic and non-motorised users as much as possible’. Given this statement, it is unclear how access/egress arrangements for both motorised and non-motorised road users to Galway House and the wider Yorkgate Business Park development can be facilitated. Potentially the existing and future developments will in effect be blighted by the Vector Proposal due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

The Vector Proposal indicates a free-flow right turn from York Street onto Dock Street and from Dock Street onto Nelson Street. It is indicated that this could be achieved with an unconventional road and junction layout on Dock Street, whereby traffic runs on the southern side of the current central reserve, i.e. the current westbound carriageway. The Vector Proposal outlines the concept but offers no indication of how the various junctions at each end of Dock Street are intended to operate. It is expected that such a proposal would require the removal of existing crossing points for pedestrians along the westbound carriageway of Dock Street.

Similarly, for the existing eastbound carriageway on Dock Street, traffic movements will be impacted by the relocation of running lanes and overall operational capacity will be reduced by the resultant reduction in lane provision.

The free-flow re-routing of the Westlink to M3 movement will also remove the potential to improve public transport links on York Street to facilitate changes in travel patterns, including access to Yorkgate train station, following the university relocation. This is in direct contrast to the two-way running proposals on York Street included in the Proposed Scheme.

The Vector Proposal’s changes to Dock Street and its junctions are unconventional and raise significant concerns over road user safety that would require consideration by an experienced Road Safety Auditor.

Regardless of the infrastructure changes required to facilitate the proposed free-flow arrangement, it is clear that access to the M2 and M3 motorways from North Belfast would be significantly impacted and as such would not satisfy the stated scheme-specific objective of maintaining access to existing properties, community facilities and commercial interests.

4.6 Route 4 Evaluation

Route 4 is intended for vehicles travelling from the Westlink to M2 northbound.

Drawing 5 in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.
With the removal of traffic signals at the junction of the Westlink and York Street, the associated traffic movement onto the M2 motorway can operate in a free-flow manner as suggested.

4.7 Route 5 Evaluation

In Route 5, traffic intending to travel to the Westlink from the M2 continues to use the existing Nelson Street off-slip, Nelson Street and Great Georges Street before joining the Westlink.

Drawing 6 in in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.

The Vector Proposal does not provide sufficient details of lane configurations on Nelson Street and Great Georges Street. Based on the downstream capacity of the Westlink adjacent to York Street, only a maximum of three lanes can join the Westlink from Great Georges Street, reducing to two lanes at North Queen Street bridge. With the adjacent Route 6 providing a free-flow connection from the M3 to Westlink, it follows that only two lanes can be provided from Route 5, with lane two on the M2 to Westlink movement lost on approach to North Queen Street bridge. This lane reduction on the larger flows joining the Westlink from the M2 would likely create operational issues due to the effects of merging traffic.

Currently, traffic exiting Belfast Harbour intending to travel to the Westlink has a lane gain facility from the Dock Street junction. With the anticipated provision of a maximum of two lanes between M2 and the Westlink, is unclear how the Vector Proposal intends to address the merging flows from the regional gateway.

It is noted that Jack Kirk Garage is located at Shipbuoy Street and is currently serviced by access from Great Georges Street. With the introduction of Routes 5 and 6, access to the premises will only be via the M2 and M3 motorways. The Vector Proposal would therefore not satisfy the stated scheme-specific objective of maintaining access to existing properties, community facilities and commercial interests in this regard. The potential exists that the existing development will in effect be blighted by the Vector Proposal due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

4.8 Route 6 Evaluation

In Route 6, traffic intending to travel to the Westlink from the M3 continues to use the existing off-slip and Great Georges Street before joining the Westlink.

Drawing 7 in in Appendix A illustrates the Vector Proposal, along with a schematic diagram illustrating existing lane provision on the original and diversion routes.

In a similar manner to Route 5, the Vector Proposal does not provide sufficient details of lane configurations on the off-slip and Great Georges Street. This is particularly relevant given the downstream capacity of the Westlink away from York Street. With the adjacent Route 5 providing a free-flow connection from the M2 to Westlink, with two lanes anticipated, it follows that only one lane can be provided from Route 6.

With reference to their Motorway Optimisation - Vector Re-Routing Proposal report, Vector criticizes the provision on the M3 to Westlink link in the Proposed Scheme. In its view the provision of a single free-flow lane between the M3 and Westlink creates “flow constriction”. It is noted that, on the basis of the information provided, the Vector Proposal may match this provision and so, any criticism made of the Proposed Scheme in this regard would apply similarly to the Vector Proposal.
It would therefore follow that on the existing off-slip from the M3, the lane configuration would require alteration to reduce the number of lanes, similar to the Proposed Scheme. The Vector Proposal does not clarify the configuration but it could be reasonably assumed that the revised lane configuration on the off-slip would reflect that of the Proposed Scheme, with two lanes and a nearside auxiliary lane diverge. Of the two lanes, lane two would become the free-flow link to the Westlink and lane one would be designated for onward travel to Great Georges Street. The auxiliary lane diverge would be used to maintain the connection for City Centre via Nelson Street.

The Vector Proposal fails to explain how the connection from the M3 motorway to Great Georges Street would operate, if it is indeed provided at all. If it exists, the most obvious arrangement would be for traffic flows to continue along Great Georges Street to York Street and intersect with flows on Route 2. However, the conflict between traffic flows is likely to require signal control and the associated delays at such signals to road users would detract from the Vector Proposal’s economic performance.

Whilst the Vector Proposal may retain connection to Nelson Street from the M3, it does not offer details on how access to existing properties would be maintained. As it stands, the implementation of Routes 5 and 6 would render Nelson Street inaccessible to any traffic other than those arriving from the M3 motorway. With the loss of the straight ahead movement on Nelson Street past the M3 off-slip, there would be no facility for non-motorway traffic or indeed, traffic from the Westlink to connect to Nelson Street.

The significant reduction in access that this would create for Nelson Street is in direct conflict with the scheme specific objective of maintaining access to existing properties. As an example, we would highlight the impacts that this would have on the occupants of the Nelson Trade Centre, who have previously expressed concerns over access arrangements in the Proposed Scheme. TransportNI were however able to address these concerns to their satisfaction in the Proposed Scheme.
5. TRAFFIC ASSESSMENT

5.1 Introduction

Overall, the Vector Proposal appears to be at the conceptual stage and lacks any significant detail or assessment.

As a consequence of removing the strategic road intersections, a significant volume of traffic, including strategic traffic between Westlink and the M3, would be diverted around the local road network. The Vector Proposal does not include any consideration of the effects of this traffic diversion nor the specific impacts on the local community or other road users, including public transport services, pedestrians and cyclists.

The supporting Journey Time Analysis states that ‘other routes can be ignored due to small changes or local/non-strategic nature’, however within an urban network even smaller changes can have a significant impact on all road users and the local community, which needs to be fully considered.

The Vector Proposal focuses exclusively on the removal of strategic road intersections, but does not consider the associated consequences in any detail. In general, the Vector Proposal:

• does not consider the adverse effects of diverted traffic for all affected routes on to the local road network;
• does not accommodate bus improvement measures;
• does not accommodate cyclists;
• does not accommodate pedestrian movements;
• does not recognise that traffic signals facilitate safe pedestrian crossings;
• does not provide sufficient information on adverse effects of changes in journey times for all affected routes, especially local movements;
• does not consider the capacity and suitability of affected local roads to accommodate increased demand;
• does not consider the capacity of existing priority or signalised junctions on affected local routes;
• does not consider the environmental impacts of diverted traffic;
• does not consider the impact of Belfast Harbour traffic which would require re-routing around the York Street junction using the local road network with consequential impacts for other road users, the local community and harbour operations; and
• does not consider the impact on local businesses in the area including Cityside Retail Park.
5.2 Route 1 Assessment

Route: City to M2

- Current Route: Via York Street
- Vector Proposal Route: Diverted via the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge to join M3 at Middlepath Street on-slip then M2

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on local roads due to increased demand;
- an adverse impact at traffic signals along the proposed route due to increased demand;
- an adverse impact on the operating conditions at the Middlepath Street on-slip;
- an adverse impact on traffic conditions on the M3 Motorway between Middlepath Street and Nelson Street due to re-routing of all ‘City to M2’ traffic via the Middlepath Street on-slip which would significantly increase weaving and conflicting vehicle movements on the M3 with associated implications for road safety; and
- an adverse impact on pedestrian movements along the local roads due to increased traffic flows.

Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 9,500 vehicles on York Street accessing the M2 would transfer via the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge to join the M3 at Middlepath Street on-slip then join the M2.

5.3 Route 2 Assessment

Route: City to North Shore

- Current Route: Via York Street
- Vector Proposal Route: Diverted along Great Georges Street, North Queen Street and Brougham Street

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on traffic along Great Georges Street and the adjacent residential areas;
- an adverse impact on conditions along North Queen Street due to the effects of diverted traffic, with associated adverse impacts for pedestrian safety and environmental conditions;
- an adverse impact on side-road traffic along North Queen Street; and
- an adverse impact on the operating conditions at the signalised junction at North Queen Street / Brougham Street.

In addition, the requirement to introduce additional traffic signals at Great Georges Street / North Queen Street would need to be assessed.
Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 8,400 vehicles on York Street would transfer to Great Georges Street and to North Queen Street. At the Great Georges Street / North Queen Street junction, this would effectively increase traffic volumes on Great Georges Street by 337% and increase traffic volumes on North Queen Street by 73%.

5.4 Route 3 Assessment

Route: Westlink to M3

- Current Route: Via York Link
- Vector Proposal Route: Via York Street, Dock Street and Nelson Street on a segregated route, with removal of all traffic signals along the route

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on existing northbound traffic movements along York Street to Dock Street, which would be prohibited;
- an adverse impact on local businesses along York Street, including Cityside Retail Park and Galway House, by prohibiting southbound traffic on York Street;
- an adverse impact on two-way traffic under the northern span of the railway and road bridges at Dock Street for local traffic movement;
- an adverse impact on existing southbound traffic movements along Nelson Street travelling towards Westlink, including traffic from Belfast Harbour, which would be prohibited;
- an adverse impact on additional travel distance, approximately 600m; and
- an adverse impact on local movements due to removal of traffic signals along the proposed York Street/ Dock Street/ Nelson Street route which would effectively sever these routes for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. This is also likely to have a significant impact on pedestrian and cyclist movements associated with new Ulster University development and the sustainable transport initiatives being developed for the city.

The capacity to retain existing southbound traffic on Nelson Street to access the M3 would need to be assessed in detail.

Based on the observed 2012 12-hour traffic flows, it is estimated that approximately 14,000 vehicles on York Link accessing the M3 would transfer to York Street, Dock Street and Nelson Street.

5.5 Route 4 Assessment

Route: Westlink to M2

- Current Route: Via York Street signalised junction
- Vector Proposal Route: Direct access with removal of signalised junction

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will:
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- provide direct flow of traffic between Westlink and M2 with no intermediate signalised junction.

There is no change in the traffic redistribution under the Vector Proposal.

5.6 Route 5 Assessment

Route: M2 to Westlink

- Current Route: Via Nelson Street off-slip and Great Georges Street through three signalised junctions
- Vector Proposal Route: Via Nelson Street off-slip and Great Georges Street with removal of signalised junctions

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on the merging of traffic from the M2 and M3 on Great Georges Street on the approach to Westlink.

It should be noted that the Vector Proposal does not include any improvements to Westlink which currently reduces from three lanes to two lanes.

There is no change in the traffic redistribution under the Vector Proposal.

5.7 Route 6 Assessment

Route: M3 to Westlink

- Current Route: Via Great Georges Street and two signalised junctions
- Vector Proposal Route: Direct access with removal of signalised junctions

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on the merging of traffic from the M3 and M2 on Great Georges Street (as noted above) on the approach to Westlink.

It should be noted that the Vector Proposal does not include any improvements to Westlink which currently reduces from three lanes to two lanes.

There is no change in the traffic redistribution under the Vector Proposal.

5.8 Local / Strategic Routes

Route: York Street / Dock Street Area to M2

- Current Route: Via southbound on York Street
- Vector Proposal Route: Not Defined

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on existing southbound traffic flows on York Street by prohibiting southbound movements which would result in traffic diversion across the local road network to access the M2 via Fortwilliam or Clifton Street, which are both significant
diversions and would require detailed assessment including secondary impacts on traffic currently using these routes.

Route: M3/Sydenham Bypass to York Street / Dock Street Area

- Current Route: Via Great Georges Street and northbound on York Street
- Vector Proposal Route: Not Defined

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on existing northbound traffic flows on York Street by prohibiting access to York Street from Great Georges Street, which would result in traffic diversion across the local road network via Fortwilliam, Clifton Street or Middlepath Street from the Sydenham Bypass westbound off-slip, which are all significant diversions and would require detailed assessment including secondary impacts on traffic currently using these routes.

Route: York Street / Frederick Street Area to M3/Sydenham Bypass

- Current Route: Via York Link
- Vector Proposal Route: Not Defined

It is likely that the re-routing associated with the Vector Proposal will have:

- an adverse impact on existing northbound traffic which currently uses York Link to access the M3 by prohibiting this movement which would result in traffic diversion across the local road network to access the M3/Sydenham Bypass via the proposed Westlink/Dock Street/Nelson Street route or the eastbound on-slip to the Sydenham Bypass.

5.9 Journey Time Analysis

In the supporting Journey Time Analysis Summary dated 26 June 2015, Vector Ltd has provided various extracts from the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB) Volume 12 Traffic Appraisals of Road Schemes.

It appears that the various extracts have been selected to support the view that a simplistic approach to the assessment of improvement options is reasonable. Although this can be true in some cases, the issues surrounding the York Street Interchange are particularly complex and require the development and application of industry standard computer models to quantify impacts prior to scheme implementation in a consistent and recognised manner to minimise adverse impacts on the road user and the public in general.

In the case of the Proposed Scheme and the Vector Proposal, a simple approach to assessment is not considered sufficient.

5.10 Summary of Main Issues

All of the issues described above will need to be fully considered, however the following issues are unlikely to be acceptable.

- The impact on local movements due to removal of traffic signals along the proposed York Street/ Dock Street/ Nelson Street route which would effectively sever these routes for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. This is also likely to have a significant impact
on pedestrian and cyclist movements associated with new Ulster University development and the sustainable transport initiatives being developed for the city.

- The impact of Belfast Harbour traffic which would require re-routing of traffic around the York Street junction using the local road network with consequential impacts for other road users, the local community and harbour operations.

- The impact on traffic conditions on the M3 Motorway between Middlepath Street and Nelson Street due to re-routing of all 'City to M2' traffic via the Middlepath Street on-slip which would significantly increase weaving and conflicting vehicle movements on the M3 with associated implications for road safety.

- As a consequence of removing the strategic road intersections, a significant volume of traffic, including strategic traffic between Westlink and the M3, would be diverted around the local road network. The Vector Proposal does not include any consideration of the effects of this traffic diversion nor the specific impacts on the local community or other road users, including public transport services, pedestrians and cyclists.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

6.1 Legal Basis for an Environmental Impact Assessment

It is likely that there would be a requirement to carry out a statutory Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and publish a formal Environmental Statement (ES) for the Vector Proposal, therefore delaying the programme for implementation, and subjecting it to the same rigours of the statutory procedures as the Proposed Scheme.

Whilst modifications to the existing road network may not categorise the Vector Proposal as an Annex I project under the EIA Directive (as is the case with the Proposed Scheme), it is likely to be a relevant project under Annex II of the EIA Directive.

In general, a relevant Annex II project is defined as:

“a project for constructing or improving a highway where the area of the completed works together with any area occupied during the period of construction or improvement by requisite apparatus, machinery, materials, plant, spoil heaps or other such facilities exceeds 1 hectare or where any such area is situated in whole or in part in a sensitive area”.

It is unclear at this stage whether the area of completed works would exceed 1 hectare, however to determine whether the Vector Proposal would be an Annex II project and should be subject to an EIA, the relationship between it and its location is a crucial consideration.

In determining whether the Vector Proposal would be a ‘Relevant Project’, the characteristics of the project must be considered, with particular regard to:

a) the size and design of the whole project;

b) cumulation with other existing and/or approved projects;

c) the use of natural resources, in particular land, soil, water and biodiversity;

d) the production of waste;

e) pollution and nuisances;

f) the risk of major accidents and/or disasters which are relevant to the project concerned, including those caused by climate change, in accordance with scientific knowledge;

g) the risks to human health (for example due to water contamination or air pollution).

Moreover, the environmental sensitivity of the area likely to be affected by the Vector Proposal must be considered, with particular regard to:

a) the existing and approved land use;

b) the relative abundance, availability, quality and regenerative capacity of natural resources (including soil, land, water and biodiversity) in the area and its underground;

c) the absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular attention to the following areas:

   i. wetlands, riparian areas, river mouths;
   ii. coastal zones and the marine environment;
iii. mountain and forest areas;

iv. nature reserves and parks;

v. areas classified or protected under national legislation; Natura 2000 areas designated by Member States pursuant to Directive 92/43/EEC and Directive 2009/147/EC;

vi. areas in which there has already been a failure to meet the environmental quality standards, laid down in Union legislation and relevant to the project, or in which it is considered that there is such a failure;

vii. densely populated areas;

Whilst the Vector Proposal would need to be appropriately screened, it is likely, based on its characteristics and environmental sensitivity, that it would potentially have a significant environmental effect, thus the justified determination would be to undertake a formal EIA and publish an Environmental Statement.

On this basis, the 4-6 week design and communication period, and 1-2 day implementation time, is far from realistic. A one to two year delivery would be more realistic when factoring in the statutory procedure process and likely required Public Inquiry.

6.2 Consultations

In line with TransportNI’s communications guidelines for major projects and statutory requirements, the Vector Proposal would also need to be subject to a programme of consultation with a range of key stakeholders (statutory and non-statutory bodies). Additionally, TransportNI recognises the importance of community involvement in its activities and decision-making. As TransportNI is committed to upholding its responsibilities in an open, consultative and inclusive manner, the Vector Proposal could not be excluded from this process.

The comments and views obtained from the consultees for the Proposed Scheme have been used to identify baseline conditions over the area, and considered in the decision making process. Where possible, the comments obtained have been used to refine the Proposed Scheme and to form mitigation proposals to minimise scheme effects. The same opportunity would need to be afforded to the consultees regarding the Vector Proposal.

Community Information Events have provided an improved understanding of the community’s view, as an essential counterbalance to quantitative influences on decision making. They have also allowed an opportunity for different views to be expressed and taken into account in decision-making, and ensured the study processes and decision-making are open and clearly understood by all. The Vector Proposal does not allow for this, based on its implementation timescales, and thus would not be in conformance with TransportNI’s communications guidelines nor the statutory requirements for consulting on major projects.

6.3 Environmental Evaluation

6.3.1 High Level Message Review

It is stated in the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’ that the Vector Proposal meets or exceeds the expectations of the scheme criteria. This statement of fact should be based on assessing performance in relation to the five high-level Government objectives for transport. From an environmental perspective:
Environmental impact involves reducing the direct and indirect impacts of transport facilities on the environment of both users and non-users. There are ten sub-objectives:

- reduce noise;
- improve local air quality;
- reduce greenhouse gases;
- protect and enhance the landscape;
- protect and enhance the townscape;
- protect the heritage of historic resources;
- support biodiversity;
- to protect the water environment;
- encourage physical fitness; and
- improve journey ambience.

Table 1 of the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’ summarises the Vector Proposal’s performance against the scheme criteria for the current state and the Proposed Scheme, stating that it meets or exceeds the expectations of the scheme criteria as it:

“Minimises construction and maximises flow. This improves the specific CO₂ emissions and avoids the embodied energy expenditure associated with construction. There is also a time related energy savings by keeping traffic flowing i.e. the sooner the flow is fixed the more energy is saved.”

and

“Improves pedestrian and cyclist safety in the short to medium term by removing the risk of non-motorised users mixing with strategic traffic. The long-term safety implications can be mitigated with several options e.g. cycle & pedestrian bridges”

This summary provides a limited appraisal in relation to the Environment objective and provides no supporting evidence to substantiate its conclusions. In general, there is no evidence that the environmental appraisal/assessment of the Vector Proposal has been undertaken in-line with industry standard guidance, such as the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), or the vast range of other guidance and methodologies which are utilised to aid and support the EIA specialist topics/aspects for major infrastructure projects.

Nevertheless, the overall environmental evaluation of the Vector Proposal on Air Quality, Cultural Heritage, Ecology & Nature Conservation, Landscape Effects, Land Use, Noise & Vibration, Vehicle Travellers, Road Drainage & the Water Environment, Geology and Soils has been critiqued in the following sub-sections.
6.3.2 Air Quality

6.3.2.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that a performance strength of the Vector Proposal is minimising construction and maximising flow. This would improve the specific CO₂ emissions and avoid embodied energy expenditure associated with construction. There is also time related energy savings by keeping traffic flowing (i.e. the sooner the flow is fixed the more energy is saved). With specific regard to air quality, it goes on to state that:

- increased net traffic speed will increase the combustion efficiency of engines and hence reduce the specific air pollution.

6.3.2.2 Assessment

- The strength of the conclusions on air quality effects (which seems to focus more on regional rather than local effects) is based upon freer flowing traffic which increases net speed, thus aiding the combustion efficiency of engines. This presents a limited view of the factors that influence vehicle emissions and effects upon air quality. It does not factor in the effects of speed variation, road geometry, changes in route length and distribution of flows. These conclusions also seem to be formulated on the effects of traffic flowing through the existing junction only and not the combined effects of redistributing traffic (local and strategic) throughout the wider city road network. A detailed emissions model would be required as an absolute minimum to validate findings. No evidence of this has been presented.

- In the absence of a detailed model, it is unclear whether any receptors would be exposed to annual mean concentrations higher than the national air quality objective values for nitrogen dioxide (NO₂) and particulate matter (PM₁₀ and PM₂.₅) as a result of the Vector Proposal. Moreover, the report provides no information with regards to these.

- As the Vector Proposal does not focus on local air quality impacts (which should be the primary area of concern), no consideration has been given to a number of potentially affected receptors and the existing of Belfast Air Quality Management Area No.1 within the area of the Westlink.

- To form an objective comparison, it was predicted that redistributinal traffic effects of the Proposed Scheme would result in a medium increase in annual mean concentrations of NO₂ at receptors on North Queen Street. Based on the expected increase in the volume of traffic that would be re-routed to North Queen Street with the Vector Proposal, the magnitude of change would be worsened within this primarily residential area. As the Vector Proposal is a ‘short-term’ solution, these properties could also be at risk of continued exposure to pollutants concentrations in excess of national air quality objective values. Belfast City Council would likely take significant interest in this aspect.

- The local air quality benefits of the Proposed Scheme on properties between Great Georges Street and Lancaster Street would be reversed with the Vector Proposal. Whilst a detailed model would be required to validate findings, the fact that traffic at the Great Georges Street/North Queen Street junction would be controlled by a priority junction, the flow conditions would exacerbate the adverse nature of expected redistributional traffic impacts due to the resultant backing-up of idling traffic along Great Georges Street itself.

- Other than along North Queen Street, the negative effects associated with the Proposed Scheme would largely be contained in close proximity to the existing junction.
The Vector Proposal would extend the negative local air quality effects across a wider portion of the city, however would be of benefit to the Stella Maris facility due to removal of the M2 to Westlink link.

- The Vector Proposal would also result in beneficial air quality impacts when compared to the Proposed Scheme along Dunbar Link, Great Patrick Street and York Street, as M2 bound traffic would instead be directed towards east Belfast. However, the number of receptors (particularly residential) that would benefit is significantly less than those that would experience associated adverse impacts with the Vector Proposal.

- The premise of both schemes is to create freer flowing traffic conditions. The Proposed Scheme does this by providing a fully grade-separated interchange to replace the existing signalised gyratory junction. The Vector Proposal attempts to create freer flowing traffic conditions by utilising the wider road network and removing the signal-controlled intersections within the existing gyratory junction. On this basis alone, the improvements in specific CO₂ emissions (as stated in Table 1 of the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’) are unfounded from a Regional air quality perspective and may not even be a betterment over the existing situation (an assessment would be required to validate findings). Whilst this is not a challenge to the stated achievable traffic flow conditions, it is concluded on the basis that as the Regional assessment considers all of the project’s area of influence, the increases in link lengths with the Vector Proposal would be a major influencing factor in the predicted total emissions and forms an intrinsic part of the calculation. The Vector Proposal makes no reference, nor does it address this matter. Simply put, increased distance = increased emissions.

- The Vector Proposal would significantly minimise the potential for receptors to be exposed to fugitive particulate matter generated by the limited construction-related activities (i.e. assumed no demolition work, earthworks or transfer of dust-making materials from the site onto the local road network due to track-out).

- The Vector Proposal would also minimise the amount of construction plant required onsite and duration. This would also be beneficial as a result of comparatively less emissions from plant due to the significantly shorter construction phase duration. However, this does not consider longer-term (‘out of scope’) Vector proposals, which would increase plant required and construction time.

6.3.3 Cultural Heritage

6.3.3.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the impacts upon cultural heritage would “be broadly similar to current state”.

6.3.3.2 Assessment

- When compared to the Proposed Scheme, the Vector Proposal would be preferred from a cultural heritage perspective, however it would result in a slight worsening of conditions when compared to current state. This is concluded on the basis that increased traffic flow on Donegall Quay, would expose the Custom House (HB26/50/062) to higher concentrations of atmospheric pollution, which can accelerate the degradation of the stone work on this Listed Building.

- The loss of York Street as a continuous route would have adverse implications from a Cultural Heritage perspective, as it is one of Belfast’s main thoroughfares, dating from the early 19th Century.
• It must be stressed that effects of the Proposed Scheme on the Cultural Heritage assets were assessed as being ‘Slight Adverse’ at worst, and thus is not a key factor in the decision making process.

• As the Vector Proposal would simply require a reconfiguration of the existing road network, it is assumed there would be no potential for disturbing archaeological remains during the construction phase unless existing roads need to be modified/upgraded to cope with the re-routing proposals.

• It was noted that the Proposed Scheme does offer an opportunity to increase archaeological knowledge from the results of the archaeological mitigation works. This would not be possible with the Vector Proposal, however this alone cannot offset the negative impacts of the Proposed Scheme, even though they are not significant.

6.3.4 Ecology & Nature Conservation

6.3.4.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the Vector Proposal would result in "no direct impact upon designated ecological sites" and would have a “low impact on foraging areas for bats and nesting sites for breeding birds”.

6.3.4.2 Assessment

• The Vector Proposal would minimise the potential for disturbance of designated sites and habitats (flora and fauna) due to the reconfiguration of the existing road network, though the significantly increased traffic loading onto Nelson Street and conflicting movements due to lane changing between M3 and A12 Westlink bound traffic along this section of road would further conflict with existing foraging routes of the Leisler’s and Pipistrelle bats.

• The Proposed Scheme would also have a relatively low effect on the ecological value and conservation status of the area, its habitats and its species. However, it is worth noting that the Vector Proposal would not result in the loss of several common habitats and loss of locally important features, such as scrub and trees. Nevertheless, overall ecological effects associated with the Proposed Scheme (with mitigation measures in place) are Minor Adverse/Negligible, and would not be a key factor in the decision making process.

• Although the Vector Proposal does not promote it (assumed on the basis that it is a longer-term ‘out of scope’ proposal), the park located within the centre of the existing gyratory system would enhance biodiversity within the scheme area, as the newly planted vegetation would improve connectivity and increase the area of natural habitat present. It would however be a hostile environment for fauna, as it would be largely contained at-grade by very high volumes of passing strategic traffic. It is also worth noting that with the Proposed Scheme, biodiversity enhancement measures have been proposed with the creation of new habitats throughout the site, tree-lined road links, retention of mature trees where possible, and the provision of boxes for birds and bats.

• As the Vector Proposal would simply require a reconfiguration of the existing road network, the footprint of the construction works would be minimised, thus limiting the potential for disturbance of habitats.
6.3.5 **Landscape and Visual Effects**

### 6.3.5.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the impacts upon landscape would be “broadly similar to current state”. The report does not address visual effects.

#### 6.3.5.2 Assessment

- From a landscape perspective, the Vector Proposal would be worse than current state on the basis that the required road reconfiguration would work against the pattern of settlement which has been established by the existing road layout. This is in combination with required directional signage, road safety and containment infrastructure/barriers, possible alteration to site boundaries (as it is unclear whether the horizontal geometry of the Vector Proposal would be within standards), kerbs, footways, etc. which would further fragment the landscape of the area. Impacts on cityscape quality can result from a road cutting across the urban fabric, from the severance of visually and architecturally harmonious or homogenous areas or buildings, and from the disruption of spaces designed to be seen in sequence.

- The Vector Proposal has considered some possible improvements that could be further developed as longer-term (‘out of scope’) proposals, including a shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge over the abandoned section of York Street. To achieve suitable clearance and gradient standards, this would likely be a significant structure, increasing the mass of transport infrastructure in this area. This would possibly be even worse than the proposed York Street overbridges (Link No. 11) from a visual perspective, as it is reasonable to assume it could be as high as the M3 Lagan Bridge to achieve necessary clearance and is also likely to be caged (as is the case with all other similar crossings of the strategic road network in this area).

- The longer-term (‘out of scope’) proposal to include a park would create a ‘Green Space’ within the centre of the existing gyratory system, which would soften and reduce visual impact within the ‘box’ of the existing junction.

- The Vector Proposal does not factor in the effects of visual traffic impacts as a result of redistribution throughout the wider road network. The magnitude of effect would be dependent upon the openness of view and proximity to traffic but also upon flow conditions. The likely build-up of congestion on Great Georges Street as a result of York Street bound traffic being diverted to a priority junction with North Queen Street would be an obvious example where traffic would become more dominant in view.

- The longer-term (‘out of scope’) proposal for a shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge would have adverse visual impacts upon the properties that would have a view of it. Conversely, the provision of the park would soften the visual impact of the Vector Proposal.

- The works associated with the Vector Proposal would have limited landscape and visual construction impacts in terms of both duration and footprint when compared with the Proposed Scheme.

### 6.3.6 Land Use

#### 6.3.6.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that land area losses would be improved when compared against the Proposed
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Scheme. From a land use planning perspective, it is also claimed (under 'Integration') that the Vector Proposal would be:

- **an improvement due to reclaiming land on Corporation Street; and**

- **Neutral in relation to BMAP.**

6.3.6.2 Assessment

- **Taking the Vector Proposal at face value, it is agreed that a lower number of properties would be at risk of demolition (i.e. along Garmoyle Street/Corporation Street) in order to accommodate reconfiguration of the existing road layout.**

- **The Vector Proposal would still result in the loss or blight of property, including Jack Kirk Automobile Engineer on Shipbuoy Street. However, what has not been considered or presented in the Vector Proposal is the potential for demolition/loss of property due to other direct or indirect impacts associated with the scheme (which would naturally be borne out under normal assessment parameters through a thorough consultation strategy and iterative design process).**

- **The most obvious and potentially significant indirect loss of property would be Galway House (Yorkgate Business Park) with the Vector Proposal. There is potential for this property to be lost on the basis of limited access (as the only access route to this property would be via Westlink). All other routes to the property would be lost, including from the north (i.e. via York Street). This property could potentially be acquired by agreement or via the blight process, as there would be a case for either. This would also likely sterilise the undeveloped lands to the rear [north] of this property, which includes the planning application to complete the development of Yorkgate Business Park.**

- **The requirement to stop-up Nelson Street at its junction with Great Georges Street would also reduce access to such an extent that it may result in the loss of Nelson Street Trade Centre on the basis of limited access. This issue would also affect significant planning applications for housing developments in this area, particularly as it is assumed the access to Little York Street would also be lost.**

- **The Vector Proposal acknowledges (within the Implementation Practicalities section of the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’) the potential for sub-standard geometry of the reconfigured road layout due to the need for ‘chamfering’ in places. The desire to achieve minimum design standards may potentially result in further demolition of property, or more likely private land loss.**

- **The long-term (‘out of scope’) proposals, such as the York Street shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge, and the extension to the Lagan pedestrian/cyclist overbridge towards Custom House Square, would increase the potential for private land loss or possibly demolition of property (more likely on York Street depending on the position and layout of the structure proposed).**

- **In terms of private land loss, the areas in the vicinity of Corporation Street would be unaffected by the Vector Proposal (unlike the Proposed Scheme). However, there may also be disbenefits to this, as TransportNI may still need to retain its land reserve in this area, if it is unclear as to whether the Vector Proposal can truly be a long-term solution to relieving the bottleneck. As stated within the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, the Vector Proposal is promoted as a stop gap to improve strategic flow in the short to mid-term before funding becomes available.**
As detailed within the Belfast Metropolitan Area Plan (BMAP) 2015, the area bounded by York Street, Westlink, the elevated M3 Lagan and Dargan bridges, the M2 and Dunbar Link has essentially disconnected these areas from each other, contributing to widespread blight, leaving many sites either vacant or under-used. The Vector Proposal would do little to address this issue; in fact, it would exacerbate with the limited opportunity for developing land on Corporation Street and the likely addition of blighted land along York Street (at Yorkgate Business Park) and Nelson Street. On this basis, the conclusion that the Vector Proposal would have a Neutral impact upon BMAP (under Integration) is questionable.

6.3.7 Noise & Vibration

6.3.7.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the noise impacts would be “broadly similar to current state” as the “reduction in vehicle traffic waiting will be offset by faster traffic speeds”.

6.3.7.2 Assessment

- The high level message also seem to focus on the noise effects associated with the strategic links and not the wider road network, which would be affected by the redistributed traffic. Essentially, a modelled network should be developed to include those areas where there is likely to be significant changes in traffic flows. It is not evident that this has been considered.

- The works associated with the Vector Proposal would have limited Noise & Vibration construction impacts in terms of both duration and footprint when compared with the Proposed Scheme.

6.3.8 Pedestrian, Cyclist, Equestrian and Community Effects

6.3.8.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, in terms of Pedestrians, Cyclists & Equestrians, Community Severance, and Access to Public Transport it is claimed that the Vector Proposal would have “a broadly Neutral impact” based on the following high level messages for Environment, Accessibility and Integration.

- “Pedestrians, Cyclists & Equestrians:
Pedestrian and cyclist safety in the short to medium term would be improved by removing the risk of non-motorised users mixing with strategic traffic.

The provision of access for pedestrians and cyclists will be maintained however the routes will change. The main link routes to the City Centre will be along Corporation Street and North Queen Street instead of through York Street. (Pedestrians are approx. 1% of the junction users).

Displacement of pedestrians may increase localised risk e.g. Great Georges Street and North Queen Street Intersection. This could be mitigated by traffic signalling or if the risk is perceived large then walkways and cycleway could be introduced.

Longer term plans (out of scope) could provide an over-bridge access similar to the M2 over-bridge between Ivan Street and Milewater Road or a ramped bridge for cyclists. This should be considered as a parallel activity to rerouting and link in to safety and community severance issues.

- Community Severance
  - Community severance will be neutral with the exception of houses along Henry Street. Henry Street is already closed at one end to vehicle traffic so the severance will only extend to pedestrian and cyclists. The new level of severance is approximately equal to other areas of Belfast located along the A12.

- Access to Public Transport
  - The effect on rail infrastructure and provision of services would be Neutral. Provision of bus routes can be service via Corporation Street or North Queen Street.
  - Creates options and reduces restriction on Rapid Transit due to removal of build constrictions.”

**Assessment**

- Pedestrian and cyclist safety in the short to medium term would be improved by removing the risk of non-motorised users mixing with strategic traffic. However, this is achieved by simply eliminating the non-motorised users, rather than accommodating them on the most heavily-trafficked non-motorised user route through the study area. This is the absolute last consideration in the hierarchy of Provision for Pedestrians and Cyclists, as per DMRB 5.2.4 (TA 91/05). This is not in line with TransportNI’s specific scheme objective to maintain non-motorised user access.

- The ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’ weights the importance of York Street for non-motorised users on the basis that they are only 1% of users, and thus their needs are inferior to strategic needs. This does not align with the high-level Government objectives for transport. The importance of this route to non-motorised users cannot be established simply through statistical analysis alone and conflicts with the approach to be followed within DMRB 5.2.4. Considering the volume of traffic that passes through this junction, 1% of users equates to well over 1,000 non-motorised users, which is not insignificant and who continue to use this road, in light of the accident figures quoted in Table 1 of the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’.

- The Vector Proposal does not fully address or understand community needs within this area. There is an existing interface at the bottom of Henry Street to manage inter-community tensions within this part of North Belfast. Due to existing severance,
Corporation Street does not serve the needs of the community to the west of the M2. Therefore, the other viable alternative is to channel non-motorised user movements through North Queen Street. For example, channelling an Orange Order parade through New Lodge and past the McGurk’s Bar bombing memorial is likely to be met with some tension. It is expected that consultation with the PSNI would strongly support this view and would want to see York Street maintained as a through route for the sake of community relations, even from a day-to-day usage perspective.

- The Vector Proposal acknowledges the problems associated with eliminating York Street as a non-motorised user through route by promoting a long-term (‘out of scope’) shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge over the abandoned section of York Street. This would be significantly beneficial from a non-motorised user perspective and an improvement over the Proposed Scheme, however the needs of non-motorised users are current, they are not long-term. Thus, such an accommodation should not be considered ‘out of scope’ and would need to be implemented immediately to alleviate potential amenity, journey time and severance issues.

- The Vector Proposal assumes that the displacement of pedestrians may increase localised risk (e.g. Great Georges Street and North Queen Street Intersection), though could be mitigated by traffic signalling or if the risk is perceived large, then walkways and cycleway could be introduced. Again, this is a very limited appraisal of the effects associated with the Vector Proposal. The traffic redistributional effects as a result of proposed changes to other parts of the existing road network would result in an increased volume of traffic utilising the wider road network. This would potentially hinder movements, reduce amenity and increase the perception of severance and the time taken to complete journeys (particularly when crossing). A Road Safety and Non-Motorised User Audit would be a necessity for the Vector Proposal to consider these effects.

- Cycling provision would not even be an enhancement over existing conditions, as cyclists would share road space on a more heavily-trafficked wider local road network and have their route options/desire lines limited.

- The statement that community severance would be ‘Neutral’ is unfounded, as the Vector Proposal fails to address the objectives set out in the Belfast Metropolitan Transport Plan (BMTP). Essentially, the strategic network needs to be enhanced such that it can:
  - safely and efficiently cater for longer distance movements to, from and between different parts of the Belfast Metropolitan Area (BMA); and
  - support the reduction of traffic and the negative impacts of traffic on the non-strategic road network with capacity enhancement schemes to address key bottlenecks and provide a consistent standard of road.

- With regards to the latter, the Vector Proposal fails to support the reduction of traffic and the negative impacts of traffic on the non-strategic road network through traffic redistribution, to an extent that is much more significant than the Proposed Scheme. As such, local vehicle movements would be significantly inhibited, new severance created throughout the wider area, and more significantly within the local communities in close proximity to the existing junction.

- In terms of community facility losses, the Vector Proposal would also result in the loss of Northside Park & Ride, Great Georges Street Car Park, and Jack Kirk Automobile Engineer. The problems associated with the Great Georges Street/North Queen Street junction may also put the memorial to the 15 people killed and those injured in the bombing of McGurk’s Bar at risk. It is unclear how limiting the accessibility of Cityside
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Retail Park would be beneficial from a passing trade perspective (particularly as it is not accessible from North Queen Street) and the impacts upon Galway House have previously been documented.

- It is unclear whether the long-term (‘out of scope’) proposal to provide a park in the centre of the Vector Proposal would be a valuable community asset. Anti-Social behaviour is likely to be a risk. Consultation with PSNI for the Proposed Scheme determined that residual land below and between overbridges has been a magnet for youths engaged in anti-social behaviour. The PSNI stress that ‘dead areas’ associated with the project could create potential problems if not addressed at the outset. It is also unclear how this park would be accessed without the use of at-grade crossings on the strategic links, or a spur off the shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge over the abandoned section of York Street.

- It is agreed that the effect on rail infrastructure and provision of services would be Neutral, however the Vector Proposal fails to improve the quality of public transport services in delivering a modern, integrated transport system for the BMA, as identified within the BMTP. The bus provision associated with the Proposed Scheme (in particular the bus lane provision on York Street overbridge) has been supported by Translink. Whilst Translink should be afforded the opportunity to comment on the Vector Proposal, it is expected it would not be favourable in light of traffic redistributional effects on the wider road network, which would obviously affect connectivity, servicing needs and journey time reliability.

- It is unclear how the Vector Proposal creates options and reduces restriction on Belfast Rapid Transit (BRT) due to the removal of build constrictions. Clarification may be required with regards to this. There is currently no proposal for BRT to service the study area to the north of the City Centre, however if in the future it was proposed to extend the BRT network through this area, the Proposed Scheme would not prejudice the possibility of this happening and it could utilise York Street Overbridge. The Vector Proposal in fact conflicts with the route of BRT at Bridge End/Queen Elizabeth Bridge through traffic redistribution, which is likely to affect efficiency of service.

- The works associated with the Vector Proposal would have limited Pedestrians, Cyclists & Equestrians, Community Severance, and Access to Public Transport construction impacts in terms of both duration and footprint when compared with the Proposed Scheme.

6.3.9 Vehicle Travellers

6.3.9.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that there would be an “improvement in vehicle traveller’s stress due to faster average speed compared to current state. Large improvement compared to future state DRD proposal on 38 months of construction which will reduce construction stress”.

6.3.9.2 Assessment

- The Vector Proposal is likely to result in an improvement [reduction] in vehicle traveller’s stress due to faster average speeds compared to current state. However, this conclusion again seems to focus on the effects associated with the strategic links and not the wider road network, which would be affected by the redistributed traffic. In terms of the driver stress assessment process as per DMRB, this is non-compliant and should address the wider non-strategic road network implications (i.e. driver stress on Great Georges Street / North Queen Street is likely to be exacerbated as a result of significant congestion).
It is accepted that the Vector Proposal would be betterment with regards to construction phase driver stress when compared to the Proposed Scheme.

6.3.10 Road Drainage & the Water Environment

6.3.10.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the impacts upon Road Drainage & the Water Environment would be "broadly similar to current state". The Vector Proposal would also “result in running cost saving vs. future state DRD proposal by removing the need for Pumping Station” (pumped drainage).

6.3.10.2 Assessment

- The claim that the Vector Proposal would be broadly similar to current state is unfounded, particularly from a spillage risk perspective. Whilst a DMRB assessment would be required to validate findings, the risk of accidents occurring, and those accidents resulting in a serious spillage may be increased as a result of the traffic redistribution effectively increasing the footprint of the scheme within the Belfast Harbour and River Lagan Catchment. The effects of this are however unlikely to be significant.

- The environmental benefits of requiring no pumped drainage with the Vector Proposal may be outweighed by the provision of stormwater separation from the sewerage system with the Proposed Scheme. This approach has been promoted by NI Water and NIEA - Water Management Unit and would lessen the frequency of surcharging within the existing NI Water sewerage network. Further consultation with these bodies would be required for the optimum drainage solution with the Vector Proposal.

- Water Quality is unlikely to be an issue with the Vector Proposal, as is the case with the Proposed Scheme.

- The Proposed Scheme would have built-in flood resilience measures to protect its underpasses for coastal flood events with an Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) of greater than or equal to 0.5% (i.e. a 1 in 200 year return period). This is further described in the completed Flood Risk Assessment for the Proposed Scheme included as Appendix 16, Annex C in Volume 2 of the published Environmental Statement.

- The Vector Proposal factors in no flood resilience measures, reflective of the existing situation.

- Based on the findings from the Proposed Scheme’s Flood Risk Assessment, several of the surface streets forming part of the existing York Street junction would therefore remain at risk of flooding during coastal flood events with an AEP of greater than or equal to 0.5%. Furthermore, Nelson Street and Great Georges Street would also remain susceptible to flooding from smaller coastal flood events, with coastal flood events with an AEP of less than 2% (i.e. a greater than 1-in-50 year return period) presenting a flood risk.

- The absence of flood resilience measures within the Vector Proposal would require the closure of the existing York Street junction for periods in advance of, during and after certain flood events to minimise the risks to road users and to perform clean-up operations. For the larger flood events, such closures would not be beneficial to the development and implementation of emergency response plans, in contrast to the benefits presented by the flood resilience measures of the Proposed Scheme.
6.3.11 Geology & Soils

6.3.11.1 Performance Claim

With reference to the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’, it is claimed that the impacts upon Geology & Soils would be “broadly similar to current state”. The Vector Proposal would also “remove the risk of unearthing areas of contaminated land” which is a requirement within the Proposed Scheme.

6.3.11.2 Assessment

- It is agreed that the impacts upon Geology & Soils would be broadly similar to current state with the Vector Proposal.

- As this is an environmental evaluation, the risk of unearthing areas of contaminated land adverse risk to human health and the environment would be reduced by either removing or capping any contaminated ground, thus the residual effect with the Proposed Scheme could be deemed ‘Slight/Moderate Beneficial’.

6.3.12 Cumulative Effects

The ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’ does not address what the likely significant cumulative effects are. It is vitally important that they are considered, bearing in mind the legislative requirements to do so and the much greater geographical extent of what is proposed.

Cumulative effects are the total effect caused by the sum of past, present and reasonably foreseeable future actions. They can result from incremental changes caused by interactions between effects arising from a scheme and/or interaction with the effects from other developments. With regard to road improvement schemes, cumulative effects are considered in the following ways:

- Multiple effects from the scheme, and from different schemes (of similar or different types), upon the same resource; such as the effect on a single community of noise from several transport sources or landtake and damage due to hydrological change, affecting several sites of the same habitat; and

- Incremental effects arising from a number of small actions, including ongoing maintenance operations, having developed or developing over time.
7. CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Overview

The Vector Proposal presented by Vector outlines a concept for the re-routing of traffic around the city streets of Belfast. However, in several key areas, the Vector Proposal omits important details necessary to fully understand the concept and its impacts on travel patterns.

Nonetheless, on the basis of the information provided, it is apparent that the Vector Proposal has several key deficiencies, as summarised for the completed engineering, traffic and environmental assessments in sections 7.2 to 7.4.

7.2 Engineering Assessment

7.2.1 General

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

- The Vector Proposal requires significant changes to several existing signalised junctions and fails to demonstrate that these changes can be introduced in line with the engineering standards of Volume 6 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.

- The Vector Proposal creates several unconventional junction arrangements and would increase pressure on existing weaving sections on the Westlink and M3 motorway. The Vector Proposal has not considered the potential issues for road user safety in line with the requirements of Volume 4 of the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.

- Higher speeds and free-flow traffic may lead to greater risks for the safety of road users, particularly where free-flow is being introduced at junctions, such as Dock Street, where the existing road geometry may not be sufficient to deal with free-flow turning movements.

- Vector has indicated that the Vector Proposal could be implemented initially as a trial of one to two days following a four to six week design and communication period. It is considered that both these timescales are unrealistic for a proposal of this significance.

7.2.2 Route 1

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

- In the Vector Proposal, it is indicated that the traffic signals at Waring Street will remain, with all other traffic signals being downgraded to “ad-hoc pedestrian lights”. As the remaining traffic signals on the route at Queens Square, Queens Quay, Station Street and Middlepath Street serve to manage conflicting traffic flows, this is not considered feasible.

- It is considered that Route 1 would result in additional pressure on the weaving section on the Lagan Bridge (northbound) as traffic joining from Middlepath Street would be required to manoeuvre into the northbound lane for onward travel to the M2/M5. The implications for road safety are not quantified by within the Vector Proposal and should be considered by an experienced Road Safety Auditor.

7.2.3 Route 2

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

- The management of conflicting movements between the re-directed traffic on Great Georges Street as it joins traffic flows on North Queen Street is unclear.
• The ability for pedestrians to cross Great Georges Street along its length or indeed at the junctions at North Queen Street and York Street (in the absence of signal controlled crossings) is unclear.

• The Vector Proposal would require traffic reassignment onto Great Georges Street and North Queen Street. Currently these streets exist within a residential setting with traffic calming measures on North Queen Street. The transfer of significant additional volumes of traffic onto these streets with associated changes to parking is considered inappropriate and is likely to meet with resistance from representatives of the local communities.

• The identified re-routing of significant traffic volumes onto these existing residential routes introduces additional risks for road user safety, particularly non-motorised users.

• The severance of York Street as part of Route 2 will impact upon existing public transport services for the area.

• The scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to improve access to the regional gateways from the strategic road network. The re-routing of M3 to Docks traffic in the Vector Proposal is not an improvement in access in this regard.

• The closure of York Street in Route 2 raises significant concerns over community severance that is likely to meet with objection from the local community. The alluded solution within the Vector Proposal to address this using pedestrian and cycling bridges is unlikely to address the concerns of the local community.

7.2.4 Route 3

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

• The potential exists that Galway House and future developments at Yorkgate Business Park will in effect be blighted by the Vector Proposal due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

• The Vector Proposal’s changes to Dock Street and its junctions are unconventional and raise significant concerns over road user safety.

• The scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to maintain access for non-motorised users. The Vector Proposal will however reduce access for non-motorised users across Dock Street, particularly along the westbound carriageway.

• The Vector Proposal will reduce access between Yorkgate train station and the new university campus for public transport.

• Access to the M2 and M3 motorways from North Belfast would be significantly impacted and would not satisfy the stated scheme-specific objective of maintaining access to existing properties, community facilities and commercial interests.

7.2.5 Route 4

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following is noted.

• The movement between the Westlink and M2 motorway can operate in a free-flow manner as suggested.
7.2.6 Route 5

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

- The lane configuration on the M2 to Westlink movement within the Vector Proposal is anticipated to create operational issues due to the effects of merging traffic.

- The scheme specific objective for the Proposed Scheme is to improve access to the regional gateways. The Vector Proposal will change access arrangements from Belfast Harbour to the Westlink and therefore may not satisfy this objective.

- Jack Kirk Garage may potentially be blighted by the Vector Proposal due to severe restrictions in access/egress.

7.2.7 Route 6

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are noted.

- It would appear that only one lane can be provided in free-flow between M3 and Westlink, as with the Proposed Scheme. Vector has criticized this provision within the Proposed Scheme as a flow constriction, but appears to only offer similar provision in their Proposal.

- The provision of access from the M3 onwards to the Docks is unclear and would potentially require a signalised junction at York Street which would detract from the Vector Proposal’s economic performance.

7.3 Traffic Assessment

When considering the Vector Proposal, the following issues are unlikely to be acceptable.

- The impact on local movements due to removal of traffic signals along the proposed York Street/ Dock Street/ Nelson Street route which would effectively sever these routes for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport. This is also likely to have a significant impact on pedestrian and cyclist movements associated with new Ulster University development and the sustainable transport initiatives being developed for the city.

- The impact of Belfast Harbour traffic which would require re-routing of traffic around the York Street junction using the local road network with consequential impacts for other road users, the local community and harbour operations.

- The impact on traffic conditions on the M3 Motorway between Middlepath Street and Nelson Street due to re-routing of all ‘City to M2’ traffic via the Middlepath Street on-slip which would significantly increase weaving and conflicting vehicle movements on the M3 with associated implications for road safety.

- As a consequence of removing the strategic road intersections, a significant volume of traffic, including strategic traffic between Westlink and the M3, would be diverted around the local road network. The Vector Proposal does not include any consideration of the effects of this traffic diversion nor the specific impacts on the local community or other road users, including public transport services, pedestrians and cyclists.
7.4 Environmental Assessment

7.4.1 Overview

The ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’ provides a limited appraisal in relation to the Environment objective and provides no supporting evidence to substantiate its conclusions. In general, there is no evidence that the environmental appraisal/assessment of the Vector Proposal has been undertaken in-line with industry standard guidance such as the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges (DMRB), or the vast range of other guidance and methodologies which are utilised to aid and support the EIA specialist topics/aspects for major infrastructure projects.

7.4.2 Air Quality

With regards to local air quality, the Vector Proposal is unlikely to be preferred from an operational perspective as a much higher number of receptors [in proximity] would be exposed to increases in concentration of airborne contaminants than with the Proposed Scheme. There would also be a risk of certain receptors being exposed to pollutant concentrations in excess of national air quality objective values with the Vector Proposal as a result of the changing traffic flow conditions. This in itself would be a significant environmental effect (subject to validation).

From a regional air quality perspective, the improvements in specific CO2 emissions (as stated in Table 1 of the ‘Motorway Optimisation Vector Re-Routing Proposal Report’) are unfounded as it is not evident that the project’s area of influence has been fully considered. The increases in link lengths with the Vector Proposal would result in an increased contribution to regional emissions.

The Vector Proposal would significantly minimise the potential for receptors to be exposed to emissions from construction-related activities and plant when compared to the Proposed Scheme.

7.4.3 Cultural Heritage

With regards to cultural heritage, the Vector Proposal is likely to be preferred from an operational and construction perspective, however impacts upon cultural heritage assets as a result of either proposal would not be significant, and not a key factor in the decision making process.

7.4.4 Ecology & Nature Conservation

With regards to ecology & nature conservation, the Vector Proposal is likely to be marginally preferred from an operational and construction perspective, however impacts upon local flora and fauna as a result of either proposal would not be significant, and not a key factor in the decision making process.

7.4.5 Landscape & Visual Effects

There are many variables associated with the Vector Proposal which would have adverse landscape and visual effects.

From a landscape perspective the ‘short-term’ elements associated with the Vector Proposal would have an adverse impact upon the townscape, particularly as a result of the severance of York Street and Nelson Street, which would fragment this node further and only serve to increase the footprint of the leftover space within this so-called ‘shatter zone’. The longer-term
('out of scope’) proposals, including a shared pedestrian/cyclist bridge over the abandoned section of York Street would certainly have a negative impact upon this environment.

The visual impact of the Vector Proposal is likely to be preferred over the Proposed Scheme, however again, longer-term proposals such as the overbridge would be an adverse visual element within this environment.

The Vector Proposal would significantly minimise the transient visual effects associated with construction-related activities.

7.4.6 **Land Use**

The Vector Proposal would significantly reduce the required number of demolitions when compared to the Proposed Scheme; however, the potential for demolition/loss of property due to other direct or indirect impacts associated with the scheme cannot be ruled out. Most notably, Galway House (Yorkgate Business Park) and Nelson Street Trade Centre.

From a land use perspective, the most significant adverse impact associated with the Vector Proposal would be the increased potential to further disconnect York Street, Westlink, the elevated M3 Lagan and Dargan bridges, the M2 and Dunbar Link by increasing the so-called ‘shatter zone’ of leftover space as a result of widening the footprint of strategic road infrastructure. This would likely contravene the objectives of BMAP 2015 and would not be supported.

7.4.7 **Noise & Vibration**

The Vector Proposal would change [primarily negatively] the noise environment within an area much larger than that associated with the Proposed Scheme, and should be assessed in accordance with DMRB and Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CRTN) to validate the findings.

The works associated with the Vector Proposal would have limited Noise & Vibration construction impacts in terms of both duration and footprint when compared with the Proposed Scheme.

7.4.8 **Pedestrian, Cyclist, Equestrian and Community Effects**

In particular, the loss of York Street to non-motorised users through-movements and associated redistributional effects would have a significant effect from a community severance and amenity perspective. This is the absolute last consideration in the hierarchy of Provision for Pedestrians and Cyclists, as per DMRB 5.2.4 (TA 91/05). This is not in line with TransportNI’s specific scheme objective to maintain non-motorised user access. There are also much wider community implications associated with the change to the existing road layout as part of the Vector Proposal, which would require extensive community and stakeholder consultation. The statement that community severance would be ‘Neutral’ is unfounded, as the Vector Proposal fails to address the objectives set out in the BMTP.

Cycling provision would not even be an enhancement over existing conditions, as cyclists would share road space on a more heavily trafficked wider local road network and have their route options/desire lines limited and changed.

The Vector Proposal fails to improve the quality of public transport services in delivering a modern, integrated transport system for the BMA, as identified within the BMTP.

The works associated with the Vector Proposal would have limited Pedestrians, Cyclists & Equestrians, Community Severance, and Access to Public Transport construction impacts in terms of both duration and footprint when compared with the Proposed Scheme.
7.4.9 **Vehicle Travellers**

The Vector Proposal is likely to result in an improvement [reduction] in driver stress, due to faster average speeds compared to current state. However, this conclusion again seems to focus on the effects associated with the strategic links and not the wider road network, which would be affected by the redistributed traffic (particularly along Great George’s Street/North Queen Street).

It is accepted that the Vector Proposal would be a betterment with regards to construction phase driver stress when compared to the Proposed Scheme.

7.4.10 **Road Drainage & the Water Environment**

With regards to Road Drainage & the Water Environment, the Vector Proposal is likely to be marginally preferred from an operational and construction perspective. However, impacts upon water quality as a result of either proposal would not be significant, and not a key factor in the decision making process.

7.4.11 **Geology & Soils**

With regards to Geology & Soils, the Vector Proposal is likely to be marginally preferred from an operational and construction perspective. However, impacts as a result of either proposal would not be significant, and not a key factor in the decision making process.

7.5 **Summary Assessment**

Based on the conclusions from each of the completed engineering, traffic and environmental assessments, it is considered that the Vector Proposal fails to meet several of the stated scheme objectives in relation to improved access to the regional gateways, maintaining access for non-motorised users, and maintaining access to existing residential and businesses.

The Vector Proposal, through the re-routing of significant traffic flows onto streets in residential areas and importantly, within a defined Air Quality Management Area, is expected to meet with significant resistance from the affected local communities of North Belfast.

The Vector Proposal’s changes to junctions and potential lane configurations raise concerns for road user safety, as they have not been designed in accordance with the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges and have not been subject to the Road Safety Audit process.

On the basis of the information provided, our assessment of the Vector Proposal is that its overall performance would be inferior to that of the Proposed Scheme and does not warrant further examination.
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VECTOR PROPOSAL DOES NOT CLARIFY HOW FREE FLOW CONFLICT IS RESOLVED.
VECTOR PROPOSAL DOES NOT CLARIFY IF JUNCTION LAYOUT IS TO BE UPGRADED.
BLOCKED ROUTE UNCLEAR IF ALL EXISTING ACCESSES TO/ FROM GALWAY HOUSE REMAIN.

WARING STREET
DONEGALL QUAY
QUEEN ELIZABETH BRIDGE
MIDDLEPATH STREET
YORK STREET
CLOSED AND CITY TO M2 TRAFFIC
TRAVEL VIA M3

M3 WEAVING LENGTH (FROM NOSE TO NOSE) = 302M